January 11, 2016

Chairman Mike Rogers
Ranking Member Jim Cooper
Strategic Forces Subcommittee
House Armed Services Committee
Rayburn 2216
House of Representatives
Washington, DC 20515

Dear Mike Rogers and Jim Cooper,

The NAS report on "Peer Review and Design Competition ..." provides useful commentary on peer review and background on the nuclear weapons design and maintenance process.

However, I believe that the great emphasis on "design competition" in the nature of competitive designs of new warheads for missiles or bombs seriously misses the point and does not assess the very substantial costs-- both opportunity costs and the spur that such a program gives to international competitors and potential enemies, who have much more to gain from innovations and weapon development than does the United States. The appearance of continuous active nuclear weapon design competition can have negative as well as positive benefit.

I particularly take exception to the argument that the U.S. nuclear deterrent is impaired by the lack of a visible series of competitive designs and prototyping of new nuclear warheads and bombs. I can understand that whatever the merit of an argument, it can apparently be strengthened by indicating that without the proposed program, U.S. deterrence of nuclear war or war in general will suffer,

"p. 5: they did not exercise the complete set of skills required in the NNSA complex to design nuclear weapons that would be an effective deterrent, nor was the credibility of any design assessed by fabricating a device or by non-nuclear testing."

but we have had experience with this argument before:

In support of the National Ignition Facility, in the years following the 1992 moratorium on nuclear testing initiated by the Administration of President George H.W. Bush, it was argued that without continued nuclear explosion testing, evident the world over by seismic records of the underground nuclear explosions at the U.S. national test site, nuclear deterrence could be maintained only by the achievement of "ignition" at NIF. I took the other side in this discussion, arguing that such a proposal was self-serving and
that the argument itself contributed to the weakening of deterrence, because the United States clearly had many nuclear weapons which had been tested and could be maintained indefinitely in the future by what is known now as a LEP (Life Extension Program); More particularly, the suggestion that such a force-in-being of tested nuclear weapons suffered in deterrent value because ignition could not be achieved in a charge of fusion fuel a million times smaller than that in a weapon was both logically deficient and both politically and technically wrong headed. Unforeseen difficulties, either in principle or in practice might prevent the achievement of ignition at NIF, without in any way impairing the continued ability of the United States to produce two-stage thermonuclear weapons.

And that is how it turned out—failure to achieve ignition, but few had believed the hype.

Thus I think it is highly undesirable to argue that routine design competitions, through the prototype stage of the nuclear explosive package-- NEP-- are essential to the maintenance of robust U.S. nuclear deterrence.

In fact, I have no animosity to the idea of design competition and proposed such in a paper of 2008 and in my testimony to the congressionally mandated Commission on the Strategic Posture of the United States.\(^1\) As for motivation of the technical teams in the two NNSA design labs, I judge that effectively contributing to the continuing effectiveness of the stockpile through life extension programs (LEP) is judged a worthier goal than winning a football-game-like competition.

There are very substantial costs associated with such design competition, and goals of infrastructure advancement should be to reduce greatly the cost of activities in the U.S. nuclear weapon design laboratories, and also the time required for planning, programming, and carrying out such programs.

Furthermore, the Report states, “Moreover, as other nations pursue new designs or strategies that could constitute serious threat evolutions, the United States could find itself in a precarious security situation were it not to maintain nuclear weapon design, development, and production skills to address such evolving demands.” implying that new U.S. nuclear weapons would be necessary to respond to new nuclear weapon designs by others. This is rarely the case.

The Report makes a stab at stating the magnitude of the effort required in such a design competition,

“Roughly speaking, the committee imagines a design competition as involving a few dozen laboratory staff members, with a larger number in the first year of each competition, plus some prototype development and experiments up to and including hydrodynamic tests. These parameters suggest a scale for the endeavor that the committee deems appropriate.”

\(^1\) http://fas.org/rlg/9007TEST1.pdf

“Yet, the work done so far on the RRW program has re-energized the nuclear laboratories and their involvement in the nuclear weapons complex. Such a major effort should be undertaken every five years or so. I know firsthand from my involvement with this program that new insights have arisen from the new focus on simulation and computation.”
but the authors neither provide any rationale for this statement, nor work out its program cost or opportunity cost. And in my opinion it does not go far enough, because the NEP is not a weapon in itself, until it is integrated with the bomb or warhead, on which it puts demands, and which, in turn, influence the design of the NEP.

The load and vibration characteristics of Navy and Air Force-strategic reentry vehicles and their corresponding NEPs are quite different—posing now well-recognized impediments to the "3 + 2" approach.

The Labs do important work in areas of nonproliferation and counter-terrorism, in a much larger volume of design space than would be involved in analyzing and developing alternative warheads for the U.S. stockpile. As with learning a foreign language, this provides insights into elements of U.S. weapons.

Since the Administration of President George H.W. Bush, the U.S. nuclear weapon program has been based on the judgment that the U.S. does not need new nuclear weapon capabilities—a judgment that I share. The continued viability of the nuclear deterrent has been focused on ensuring that the U.S. nuclear weapons will continue to function decade after decade, by LEPs that include, if necessary, production of new plutonium pits, refreshment of the high explosive and other elements subject to deterioration, and the substitution of thoroughly tested components either in the NEP or external to it.

It should be repeated that many of the aspects of a nuclear explosion important in wartime have never been tested in underground nuclear explosion tests, where the NEP is at rest, surrounded by rock rather than by air, not subject to rotation or deceleration in the range of tens of times that of gravity, and the like. It is strange, therefore, that the essential role of realistic "flight testing" now achieved with the "HFJTA"—High-Fidelity Joint Test Assembly—is eliminated from the requirement for prototypes.

Finally, if the United States argues that the continued development and readiness for manufacture of nuclear weapons with new characteristics is essential to its deterrence, how can other states resist such arguments from their nuclear weapon establishments? Is it really in the United States interest to have vigorous competitions not only between two U.S. nuclear weapon design laboratories but also among all the weapon labs of the world? And what impact will ongoing vigorous design competitions have on the resolve of non-nuclear-weapon state members of the NPT to support the NPT and the CTBT?

Far better is continued emphasis on improving the robustness of command and control, surety of nuclear weapons storage and transport, and increased capability for preventing nuclear weapon theft.

/ Richard L. Garwin /
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